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Thank you for the invitation to speak at this Animfxnz Conference and allow me to 
take you through what we believe is the future of storytelling. We’re a New Zealand 
company and have been fiercely proud to fly the Kiwi flag in London since 2009. The 
IP we have created both here and in the UK is completely unique - and uniquely 
ours. Along with producing our own set of digital stories which I’ll be sharing with you 
today, we’ve built a platform called Publisher+ which incorporates a solid system of 
tools allowing both creative and technical methodology to process text and assets 
into an exciting and enhanced reading experience.  

But I’m not here to chat about technology and processes. For me, that’s a means to 
an end – and not an end in itself. I’m come to New Zealand to engage with 
storytellers in the hope that we can take them, and their audiences ‘beyond the story’ 
and in a way never achieved before. It's very exciting - and exciting not to be only in 
my homeland, but in a home amongst the best of the best in the film and television 
business. Take a bow New Zealand – we own this world stage. 

With regards to the development of apps which we make, I’m not talking about 
partially animated apps or apps with gimmicks, or book, film or media companion 
apps that aren’t based on any underlying text, or apps even attempting to replicate a 
physical book BUT actually evolving storytelling into something that can be 
educational or informative, entertaining or enlightening. In short, and as espoused by 
Steve Jobs – a vehicle in which to “surprise and delight” the audience. Why? 
Because we believe single-mindedly in the future of storytelling in new dimensions 
and that is preciously what we are doing, and why I’ve flown from London to tell you 
“our story”.  

It’s great that Kiwi owned digital companies like BeyondTheStory has the opportunity 
to determine how people consume their content and share some of our own 
experiences in using our technology to enrich and enhance the storytelling 
experience. 

Here, at the beginning of 2014, there are many organisations in our commercial 
space offering digital services to the publishing industry. These services are typically 
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about taking edited manuscripts and transforming them into electronic formats for 
reading on handheld devices. In sum, ‘Books and manuscripts on screens’. 

But we approach this from a different philosophical angle. Our desire is not to be 
simply another ‘final mile’ solution for publishers, film or television makers.  We’re 
going back to the nature of storytelling itself, and giving the storytelling industries a 
new means to connect with readers and audiences. 

Storytelling, in person, is a conscious act by those gifted to do it, engaging others 
around them.  It’s not a one-way train, but rather a relationship between the 
storyteller and the listener.  Even though only one person may be doing most of the 
talking, it’s interactive, with the storyteller modifying the ebb and flow of the narrative 
as he or she studies the faces and reactions of those listening. 

Skilled storytellers have a dynamic way with words, and the reader is a key 
participant.  Real storytellers cannot hide behind a typewriter or a word processor.  
For their full story to be told in its deepest colours, they must have that relationship 
with the reader. 

Imagine J.R.R. Tolkien, having put out the last coals on the hearth on a wintry 
evening, sitting up close with his excited sons as he told them – as he did – the early 
forms of the tales that would go on to become part his Middle-earth cycle.  The 
sleepy children are engaged with the story, hanging off every word, questioning 
every turn, and sending their father off on tangents he had not prepared.  This is 
storytelling at is best, at its most personal, and, indeed, at its most truthful. 

We can’t bring Professor Tolkien into every child’s room.  But we can provide 
storytellers with the means to expand their stories beyond words themselves, to give 
new digital readers the opportunity to explore great stories using the technology they 
keep close to them throughout the day.  This is why we’re developing the Beyond 
The Story publishing platform, to capture stories as they come to life, to bring the 
new reader closer to the context and colour of the story. 

So fast has been the evolution of print-based stories and content to digital 
experiences, that the new technology is as awe-some AND awe-inspiring as the 
stories of magical realism and new objectivity.  

"What happens when a highly detailed, realistic setting is invaded by something too 
strange to believe." Matthew Stretcher 
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 “Here we see the story of the evolution of storytelling from words to pixels, from 
page turning to touch.  

As technology has evolved, so the commercialisation of digital devices has opened 
up new possibilities. We can now bring stories and ideas to life with images, active 
links, audio, video and 3D content.  

So – in London, we have been developing Publisher+ to answer exactly this 
challenge. A tool that enables narrative to be transformed into an interactive 
storytelling experience. 

This offers one digital solution across all devices – a digital publishing solution that is 
truly agnostic – that means the ability for the industry to share great stories.  

Publisher+ allows for the creation of all digital formats of books, screenplays and 
manuscripts, from a physical text, to episodic and immersive 3D companion apps, 
from within one single application. Here’s an example of just that – you may be 
familiar with this locally grown drama. 

For the first time ever, Publisher+ allows our partners to generate new income 
streams from their assets using one software solution. No more do writers, editors; 
curators, designers, animators and developers need to use a multiplicity of tools to 
produce an animated app. One system … all working in concert and allowing people 
to work concurrently cutting the process by a third (if not more) 

Publisher+ which will be launched in April will provide media companies with their 
own licensed version of the platform, with revenues derived from the development, 
together with transactional and licensing income. Imagine – all this, and all yours - to 
command and control. 

The disruption of precedents from other sectors is there to excite our thinking – look 
at the business models of Netflix, iPlayer, Napster and Spotify.  

The challenge for the publishing sector is well stated by Friedrich Nietzche: 

And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who could not 
hear the music. 

Friedrich Nietzche 
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Whether it be publishing, television or film, we can have it all, but one thing we can 
not have is an ability to stop evolution in whatever forms it is taking right now.  

So the questions begs - How insane are you? 

/Ends 

 


